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Day 6 Part II, Forbidden City 
 

For the record, let me say that the Forbidden 

City is a spectacular display of wonderful 

buildings, buildings that have been destroyed 

and rebuilt, and to-day, revered by not only the 

Chinese population, but a vast percentage of 

the world.  (I think half of them were visiting 

the same day as us!!! Lol)  The sign on your 

left lists the names of the most significant 

buildings.     

It was difficult for us to stay completely in the 

pic, sort of speak.  That is, difficult to relate 

specific comments to specific buildings.  This 

is especially true because of the difference in 

our cultures.  I will explain.   In our culture, 

Western culture, we build our most respected 

edifices as one stately building, normally 

reaching upward.  Think of Versailles, or 

Buckingham Palace; we think of one building.  

However; the Chinese DO NOT have this 

concept.  It is said that in this complex, 

perhaps their most sacred, they have 9,000 

rooms in 800 buildings!!  China’s great 

buildings were constructed for the use of the 

Emperors. They preferred to occupy the 

horizontal human plane, not the vertical. The 

interconnected system of the Forbidden City 

represents a harmonious network of form and 

allegiance of shape.  Now do you understand 

why I am just a little confused at times!  

A New Meaning to Heavenly Purity!  (or is it?)  

The courtyard behind the gate of Heavenly 

Purity marks the entrance to the nucleus of the 

Forbidden City, access to which was restricted 

to eunuchs, maids, and imperial relatives.  I 

don’t believe I have to draw you a picture?  

The Emperor wanted to be sure that his 

concubines did not have their “purity” taken by a mere citizen!!  Behind the Palace of Heavenly Purity, the 

emperor’s bedchambers stood the Hall of Heavenly and Terrestrial Union, where the empress slept.  
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Symbols 

You will see the dragon motif 

carved and painted throughout 

the Forbidden City. The dragon 

denotes the emperor (huangdi), 

and the phoenix represents the 

empress (huanghou). The two are 

often depicted together. The 

image of the dragon chasing the 

flaming pearl portrays the quest 

for purity, while the lavish yellow 

tiling of the roofs denotes the 

emperor, a color often seen in 

imperial porcelain. 

The dragon seems to have had a 

claw-hold on the Chinese imagination 

since the earliest times: Fuxi had a 

dragon tail. The Chinese believe in 

several 

of these serpents: The long is the 

dragon that surges through clouds 

chasing pearls; the li is the dragon 

of the sea; and the jiao is the 

dragon of marshy land. 

The Chinese lion, a playful-

looking creature with a curly mane, 

is often seen sitting in pairs outside 

buildings of note. The female holds 

her baby under one paw (the 

Chinese believed that lions could 

secrete milk through their paws), 

while the male plays with a ball. 

Lions are de rigueur in Hong Kong, 

where you may even see a few 

Western-style ones (for example, 

outside the Hong Kong e7 Shanghai 

Bank building). 

 

   

Mary, a loyal reader of my BLOG, 

http://theshuffler.net/category/travel-personal/ 

has noticed the wires on the pic to the left, and 

asked their purpose.  I don’t know about you 

(fellow travelers) but I had not taken notice of 

them until now.  (Thank you Mary) I expect they 

are there to protect “the animals” from the birds.  

Remember, the number of “animals” denotes 

the significance -status of the person who 

occupies the building.  Building above has 10 

AND THEREFORE must be occupied by the 

Emperor.  10 was the peak, nothing exceeded 

10.    Other bldgs. had different numbers.  

 

Here is your associated Slide Show:  http://photopeach.com/album/ls1ij6  When there is a narrative slide, 

suggest you stop the Show, and read the Slide.  Another tip; it will be easier to read if you are in full 

screen.  Click in the larger rectangle.  Next Article we pay a visit to Beijing Zoo to have a “boo” at the 

Giant Pandas.  On route to the Beijing Airport we make a brief stop at the Olympic Village; and then fly to 

Xian where we stay at the Golden Flower Shangri-La Hotel.   

Stan McCormack. 2012 09 27.  Do Enjoy > and Comment if you so wish!!  I have received some 

feedback; it is appreciated.   
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